ICOMC2 and Inexa Control
RF Link Analysis Plug-in
Get connected. Stay connected.
When you’re out in the field, communication is a critical asset. Unfortunately, it isn’t always
within your control. Terrain variations and other conditions can interfere with the transmission of
information — often when you least expect it. ICOMC2 and Inexa Control’s RF Link Analysis Plugin helps operators identify in advance areas where communications are potentially compromised,
helping teams to stay connected when it matters most.

KEY FEATURES

SYSTEM

›› Analytical Graphics, Inc. (AGI)
analysis software.
›› RF device and link configuration
tools support the analysis of a
wide variety of RF hardware and
communication links.
›› Map overlays graphically represent
where communication signals are
strong and weak.
›› RF alarms alert users when there is
potential loss of communication.
›› Easy import and export of the RF
device and link configurations allow
for quick setup and transfer to
other workstations.

Insitu’s RF Link Analysis Plug-in provides ICOMC2 and Inexa Control users with a
powerful tool for analyzing communication systems (RF links) and avoiding potential
intelligence gaps. Information gathered from the analysis can be overlaid onto a 2D map
that uses graphics to inform operators where system signals are anticipated to be strong
or weak. The result is higher levels of situational and operational awareness and better
mission outcomes.

Decision-making superiority delivered

SUPPORTED STANDARDS
›	Terrain Integrated Rough Earth Model (TIREM)

LEARN MORE
ICOMC2 and Inexa Control are Insitu’s small-footprint ground control systems for
command and control of unmanned vehicles and payloads. For more information
about the ICOMC2 Registered Developers Program, visit https://icomc2.com. For
more information about ICOMC2 and Inexa Control, visit insitu.com or contact us at
contactus@insitu.com.
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